
Insurance policies are contracts. Both parties to the contract [the insured and the insurer] have rights and duties 
[obligations] pursuant to the contract.

We discussed some of the insured’s most important claim-related obligations in the preceding document After The 
Storm–Maximizing Your Claim Recovery. What about the insurer; what are its claim-related obligations?

The insurer is obligated to pay for loss or damage as more fully described and limited in the insurance 
policy. For example, the ISO Commercial Property Building and Personal Property Coverage Form states:

We [the insurer] will pay for direct physical loss of or damage to Covered Property at the premises described in the 
Declarations caused by or resulting from any Covered Cause of Loss.”
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The insurer must investigate, adjust and settle with its insured as required by the insurance contract and 
the law.

MARSH & MCLENNAN AGENCY’S ROLE

Generally, independent insurance agents lack contractual or legal authority to:

• Conclusively construe insuring agreements and other policy terms and condition
• Investigate and pay claims
• Commit the insurer to any course of action

Specifically, our contracts with various insurers are in line with the foregoing and, while holding us to certain basic 
standards of performance, e.g. provide accurate information to the insurer, are expressly drafted by the insurers to 
recognize Marsh & McLennan Agency as the insured’s representative.

Given these limitations, we function as our client’s troubleshooter and advocate, doing whatever we 
reasonably can to compel insurers to live up to their contractual and statutory obligation to adjust and 
settle claims.

How do we accomplish that?

• Maintain a staff of experienced Claim Consultants who understand the claims process from beginning to end;
• Focus on problem cases, becoming involved as soon as a client makes us aware that the insurer is not performing 

as required;
• Develop an in-depth understanding of the critical issues by communicating with adjusters, claim managers, 

executive management and attorneys;
• Devise and work to implement alternative claim management strategies as dictated by the facts;
• Realizing that coverage is the major factor in many claim-based disputes, remain current with laws as it relates to 

insurance coverage and approach coverage from a law of contracts perspective, using rules of policy analysis and 
interpretation to the client’s benefit where possible;

• Explain claim and legal issues to client personnel as needed to help them navigate through the claim process as 
easily as possible

CONCLUSION

We’ve reviewed the claims landscape from Maximizing Your Claim Recovery; Pre-Loss Strategies to After The Storm –
Maximizing Your Claim Recovery, all in light of The Insurer’s Obligations, The Agent’s Role.

We hope some or all of this information will be of benefit to you, ultimately helping to put more money in your pocket 
if a loss occurs. If you have any questions, concerns, comments or suggestions, please contact Marsh & McLennan 
Agency.


